About Us
Lunarline’s School of Cybersecurity
offers dozens of courses that equip
you with the skills you need to
navigate an increasingly
complicated cyber world.
From regulatory compliance,
to ethical hacking, to security
operations and incident response.
You’ll work hard at the School of
Cybersecurity. You’ll dissect the latest
vulnerabilities, pour over security architecture
diagrams, and assess the latest cybersecurity
regulations. Our instructors - who have decades of
real-world cybersecurity experience - will push you to
understand new concepts, learn new techniques and
grow as security professionals.
At the same time, sitting through all day, week long
security courses is no one’s idea of a good time. So, we’ve
made Lunarline’s cybersecurity courses interactive and even fun.
You’ll spend less time listening to lectures, and more time engaging
new material, hands-on.
In addition to delivering training at our fully-equipped, in-house training facility,
Lunarline helps organizations develop custom training programs tailored to unique
requirements. We can work with your team to improve existing training content, or we
can design entirely new courses from the ground up.
Our eLearning Courseware Development Team - winner of a federal Cybersecurity
Excellence Award and the Cybersecurity Forum’s 5-Star Training Award - specializes in
developing interactive web-based training programs. Delivered through a dedicated
Learning Management System, we can provide on-demand, 508 and SCORM compliant
training programs to students around the world.
Our wide assortment of cybersecurity courses will teach you the knowledge you need to
develop a foundation or sharpen your skills as a cybersecurity expert. You will be taught
industry-issued standards and guidelines by highly qualified instructors using real-world
examples and hands-on labs.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK

Department of Defense and Intel
Community
Risk Management Framework for DoD
Security Controls Assessors (4 Day Course)
NICE Specialty Areas: Risk Management
NICE Work Role: Security Control Assessor

This 4-day course concentrates on methods used
to validate DoD IA Controls as contained in NIST
800-53, Rev. 4 and CNSSI 1253. Discussion areas
include an overview of the RMF for Intelligence
Communities
and
DoD
Security
Controls
Assessors, the DoD-defined information system types
and the associated security concerns, vulnerability
scanning, DoD-approved automated scanning tools,
and many more. The course provides an in-depth
explanation of each control identified in NIST 80053, Rev. 4 and CNSSI 1253 to include the appropriate testing method, associated supporting evidence
(known as artifacts), and how to more efficiently and
effectively test and validate DoD systems and infrastructure. The curriculum will prepare the ACA to test
against the DoD IA controls using manual and automated procedures in accordance with the standards
set forth by the Department.

Risk Management Framework for DoD
Information Technology (IT) & Intelligence
Communities – In-Depth (3 Day Course)
NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Development,
Cybersecurity Management
NICE Work Roles: Information Systems Security
Developer, Information Systems Security Manager

This course equips the student with an overview of
the system Authorization and Assessment (A&A)
process and the Risk Management Framework (RMF)
for DoD (IT) Information Technology and National Security Systems (NSS). This course reviews, at an
in-depth level, NIST SP 800-37, NIST SP 800-53, Rev 4,
DoDI 8510.01, DoDI 8500.1, CNSS 1253, and other crucial
directives that govern this process. In addition to the
classroom instruction, the student will also
participate in several scenario-based hands-on
6 | www.schoolofcybersecurity.com

exercises in the implementation of the RMF using
the CNSS, DoD, and Special Access Program (SAP)
requirements to provide a clear knowledge bridge
to the revised system authorization processes – for
those currently working with A&A or for those who
have limited A&A experience. These exercises will
include the development of Systems Security Plans
(SSPs), Security Assessment Reports (SARs), and
Plans of Action and Milestones (POA&Ms) for NSS
and DoD Systems.
Students will engage in a series of hands-on
activities that will provide active learning of the
new processes, preparation of the documentation, and execution of the required security control
assessments.

Risk Management Framework for DoD
Information Technology (IT) & Intelligence
Communities – Intensive (4 Day Course)
NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Development,
Cybersecurity Management
NICE Work Roles: Information Systems Security
Developer, Information Systems Security Manager

This course equips the student with an overview of
the system Authorization and Assessment (A&A) process and the Risk Management Framework (RMF) for
DoD (IT) Information Technolgy and National Security Systems (NSS). This course reviews, at an in-depth
level, NIST SP 800-37, NIST SP 800-53, Rev 4, DoDI
8510.01, DoDI 8500.1, CNSS 1253, and other crucial
Lunarline’s School of Cyber Catalog directives that
govern this process. In addition to the classroom
instruction, the student will also participate in
several scenario-based hands-on exercises in
the implementation of the RMF using the CNSS,
DoD, and Special Access Program (SAP) requirements to provide a clear knowledge bridge to the
revised system authorization processes – for those
currently working with A&A or for those who have
limited A&A experience. These exercises will include
the development of Systems Security Plans (SSPs),
Security Assessment Reports (SARs), and Plans of Action and Milestones (POA&Ms) for NSS and DoD Systems. Students will engage in a series of hands-on
activities that will provide active learning of the
new processes, preparation of the documenta-
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tion, and execution of the required security control
assessments.
The fourth day of this Intensity course provides
each student with a hands-on experience in using
automated vulnerability assessment and other
tools used to support the DoD and IC system
authorization process. This is taught through lecture,
hands-on exercises, and group discussion.

Risk Management Framework for DoD
Information Technology (IT) & Intelligence
Communities – Overview (1 Day Course)
NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Development,
Cybersecurity Management
NICE Work Roles: Information Systems Security
Developer, Information Systems Security Manager

This course equips the student with an overview
of the system assessment and authorization process (formerly known as C&A) and the Risk Management Framework (RMF) for National Security

Systems (NSS). The CNSS Course will address the
Federal and Intelligence Community requirements,
including NIST SP 800-37, NIST SP 800-39, and CNSS
1253.

Risk Management Framework for
Executives Overview (2 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Risk Management,
Executive Cyber Leadership
NICE Work Role: Authorizing Official/Designating
Representative, Executive Cyber Leadership
This is a high-level, 2-day executive level training course which provides an introduction to
Risk Management Framework (RMF), including a
review of the laws, policy, and regulations that
govern the process, the roles and responsibilities
associated with the RMF, introducing risk, the 6
steps, Defense-in-Depth, and understanding the
documentation and artifacts required. It will
primarily focus on the executive’s role in the RMF
process and the impact they can have to the cost, the
timeline, and the authorization to operate (ATO).
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FEDERAL CIVILIAN
Risk Management Framework for Federal
Security Controls Assessors (4 Day Course)
NICE Specialty Areas: Risk Management, Software Development
NICE Work Roles: Security Control Assessor,
Secure Software Assessor

The RMF for Federal SCA course provides in-depth
instruction in assessing security controls using NIST
SP 800-53A Rev. 4 guidelines, and ensuring the
use of the Risk Management Framework (RMF) for
Federal Security Systems. This course features an
in-depth explanation of each security control,
including testing methodology, control validation,
and evidence collection techniques. This course
teaches the independent tester or validator how to
test the process for any of the Federal IA controls,
using manual and automated tests, to ensure all
controls are tested properly.
The security controls assessors course covers NIST
SP 800-53A Rev. 4, NIST SP 800-115, NIST SP 80037, NIST SP 800-39 and the development of the
Security Assessment Report (SAR), and Plan of
Action and Milestones (POA&M). The student will
have a hands-on experience using scenario-based
hands-on exercises in executing the validation
tests with the approved tools. These exercises will
include the development of the Security
Assessment Report (SAR).

Risk Management Framework for Federal
Systems – Intensive (4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Development,
Cybersecurity Management
NICE Work Roles: Information Systems Security
Developer, Information Systems Security Manager
Lunarline’s
Federal
Information
Security
Modernization Act (FISMA 2014)/NIST training
provides students with a fundamental knowledge
of the requirements for meeting FISMA requirements, as well as an in-depth look of the Federal
system authorization process and Risk Management
Framework (RMF). This hands-on training equips
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the students with an in-depth indoctrination into
the RMF and they will learn the requirements
for managing risk, and ensuring that the confidentiality, availability and integrity of federal information and information systems is protected at a
level commensurate with the security requirements
of the information and the information system.
Students will participate in a series of scenario-based
hands-on exercises to enhance understanding
of the processes used for system authorization,
including all the elements of the Risk Management Framework. These exercises will include the
development of Systems Security Plans (SSPs),
Security Assessment Reports (SARs), and Plans
of Action and Milestones (POA&Ms) for Federal
Information Systems. The fourth day of the FISMA/
NIST RMF Intensity course provides each student
with a hands-on experience in using automated
vulnerability assessment and other tools used to
support the Federal authorization process.
The FISMA In-Depth Course covers the requirements
and the use of FIPS 199, NIST SP 800-60, NIST SP
800-37 Revision 1, NIST SP 800-39, NIST SP 800-30,
NIST SP 800-34, NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4, and NIST
SP 800-53A.

Risk Management Framework for Federal
Systems In-Depth (3 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Development,
Cybersecurity Management
NICE Work Role: Information Systems Security
Developer, Information Systems Security Manager
Lunarline’s
Federal
Information
Security
Modernization Act (FISMA 2014) training provides
students with a fundamental knowledge of the
requirements for meeting FISMA requirements,
as well as an in-depth look of the Federal system
authorization process and Risk Management
Framework (RMF). This training equips the students with an in-depth indoctrination into the
RMF and they will learn the requirements for managing risk, and ensuring that the confidentiality,
availability and integrity of federal information and
information systems is protected at a level commensurate with the security requirements of the information and the information system. Students will
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participate in a series of scenario-based hands-on
exercises to enhance understanding of the processes used for system authorization, including all of the
elements of the Risk Management Framework. These
exercises will include the development of
Systems Security Plans (SSPs), Security Assessment
Reports (SARs), and Plans Of Action and Milestones (POA&Ms) for Federal Information Systems.
This training is a CNSS approved course that deals
with the new C&A transformation. Please note –
this course has been aligned with NIST SP 800-37
Revision 1 and is the new process under the C&A
transformation.
The FISMA In-Depth Course covers the requirements
and the use of FIPS 199, NIST SP 800-60, NIST SP
800-37 Revision 1, NIST SP 800-39, NIST SP 800-30,
NIST SP 800-34, NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4, and NIST
SP 800-53A.

Risk Management Framework for Federal
Systems Overview (1 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Development,
Cybersecurity Management
NICE Work Role: Information Systems Security
Developer, Information Systems Security Manager
Lunarline’s
Federal
Information
Security
Modernization
Act
(FISMA
2014)/NIST
Risk
Management
Framework
training
provides
students a practical high-level overview of the NIST
approach to system authorization, an introduction to
the requirements for meeting FISMA requirements,
as well as an in-depth look of the Federal system
authorization process and Risk Management
Framework (RMF). This course has been aligned
with NIST SP 800-37 and the new processes
introduced under the Federal transformation of assessment and authorization (formerly certification
and accreditation).

Cloud and FedRAMP
(3 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Architecture,
Systems Requirements Planning, Cybersecurity
Management
NICE Work Roles: Security Architect, Systems
Requirements Planner, Information Systems
Security Manager
Lunarline’s
Cloud
and
FedRAMP
course
provides students with an in-depth knowledge of FedRAMP processes and procedures,
government security requirements, cloud security
issues, and provide the latest guidance for
successfully achieving a FedRAMP authorization.
MODELS:
•
Foundation for Security and Compliance
•
Cloud Computing Fundamentals
•
Compliance Deep Dive
•
FedRAMP Documentation Deep Dive
•
FedRAMP Controls Overview and Steps
•
FedRAMP Compliance Toos and Technologies
•
FedRAMP Case Study
Lunarline is known as an expert in cloud security and
was one of the original nine companies selected to
become a FedRAMP-accredited Third-Party Assessment Organization. Our classes are provided by our
Subject Matter Experts in Cloud Security, all of whom
have demonstrated hands-on experience.
Prerequisites: This class is intended for individuals
with basic knowledge of information systems and
the FISMA/NIST authorization process.
Course includes the following takeaway items:
a printed training book.
Certifications: You will receive one exam voucher to
earn the Certified Expert in Cloud Security (CECS)®
certificate issued by the Lunarline School of Cybersecurity (SCS). You also will earn CPEs for your existing
certifications with CompTIA, ISC2 and ISACA.
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CYBER PROFESSIONALS
Assessing Network Vulnerabilities
(4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Network Services,
Computer Network Defense Analysis, Computer
Network Defense Infrastructure Support,
Vulnerability Assessment and Management,
Digital Forensics
NICE Work Role: Vulnerability Assessment Analyst
Security professionals are overwhelmed by
abundant security advisories, intrusion and
firewall
alerts,
and
vulnerability
reports.
Knowledge of actual hacking techniques and
scenarios permits a more effective response against
the growing threats from Internet access and presence. The 4-day instructor led course exposes students to exploits and teaches them how to run vulnerability scans to better secure networks, servers
and workstations.
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Counter-Intelligence for IT/Cyber
Professionals (2 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Cybersecurity
Management, Strategic Planning and Policy,
Cybersecurity Defense Analysis, Vulnerability
Assessment and Management
NICE Work Role: Information Systems
Security Manager, Cyber Policy and Strategy
Planner, Cyber Defense Analyst, Vulnerability
Assessment Analyst
Lunarline’s 2-day hands on course will focus on
counterintelligence activities identified by The
Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative
as it relates to DoD systems. Students will gain a
working knowledge of detecting, deterring,
neutralizing, and exploiting threats that could be
introduced into a computing environment.
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Cybersecurity Operations and Planning
(5 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Cybersecurity Management,
Strategic Planning and Policy, Program/Project
Management and Acquisition
NICE Work Role: Information Systems Security
Manager, Cyber Policy and Strategy Planner,
Program Manager, IT Project Manager
This 5 day course concentrates on providing
cybersecurity specialists from various disciplines
a baseline understanding across the major areas
of cyber operations (network operations, defense,
exploitation and attack) and planning. It will cover unclassified capabilities and techniques, tactics
and procedures for effectively planning and operating in each of these areas. This course will also
familiarize students with pertinent cyber laws
and policies governing Private, DoD and Federal
Agencies. This course will conclude with a 1-day
cyber exercise in a virtual environment in which
students will employ offensive and defensive
cyberspace capabilities.

Cybersecurity Fundamentals for
Executives (2 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Executive Cyber Leadership
NICE Work Role: Executive Cyber Leadership
This course provides executive leadership with
a high-level overview of various aspects of
Cybersecurity in the context of a modern and
Internet-connected environment. Through lecture,
demonstrations, and group discussion, you will
gain a foundational perspective on the challenges
of designing a cybersecurity program, implementing secure systems, and other factors needed for a
comprehensive cybersecurity solution.

Cybersecurity Fundamentals
(4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Cybersecurity
Management, Cybersecurity Defense Analysis
NICE Work Role: Information Systems Security
Manager, Cyber Defense Analyst
This hands-on 4-day course provides participants
with a high-level overview of various aspects of
Cybersecurity in the context of a modern and
Internet-connected environment. Through lecture,
hands-on exercises, and group discussion, you will
gain a foundational perspective on the challenges
of
designing
a
cybersecurity
program,
implementing secure systems, and other factors
needed for a comprehensive cybersecurity solution.
Upon completion of this course, each participant will
be able to define cybersecurity terminology, compliance requirements, review sample attacks, and gain
an understanding of the impact of current threat
trends on cybersecurity implementation.

Cybersecurity Tools and Analysis
Hands-On (4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Software Development,
Cybersecurity Defense Analysis, Exploitation
Analysis
NICE Work Role: Secure Software Assessor,
Cyber Defense Analyst, Exploitation Analyst
Our hands-on course is designed to give students
hands on experience with cyber tool deployments
across multiple operating system platforms.
Students will learn network defense and analysis
techniques as well as methods to prevent network
attacks.
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Implementing and Securing your Virtual
Environment (4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Architecture,
Systems Requirements Planning, Systems
Administration, Systems Analysis, Cybersecurity
Management, Cybersecurity Defense Analysis,
Cybersecurity Defense Infrastructure Support
NICE Work Role: Enterprise Architect, Security
Architect, Systems Requirements Planner, System
Administrator, Systems Security Analyst,
Information Systems Security Manager, Cyber
Defense Analyst, Cyber Defense Infrastructure
Support Specialist
Lunarline offers the comprehensive and detailed
hands-on training for students who want to gain
an understanding of securing a VMWare vSphere/
ESXi©™ environment. Our training is based upon
our experience in building and securing ESXi
systems and virtual hosts for deployment in DOD
enclaves based on current DIACAP and DISA STIG/
Checklist requirements. This course is focused on
a series of hands-on activities that will provide
active learning in the security and securing of virtual
machines and hosts. Upon completion, students will
be able to apply the concepts and ensure that their
organization can implement a new, secure virtual
environment or apply appropriate security controls
to an existing virtual environment.

Ethical Hacking and Penetration Testing
(4 Day Course)
NICE Specialty Areas: Software Development,
Exploitation Analysis
NICE Work Role: Secure Software Assessor,
Exploitation Analyst

Vulnerability scanning and security audits alone
will not ensure the security of an organization
because they only test for currently known
vulnerabilities with little to no analysis of how these
vulnerabilities may be exploited. To ensure that
systems are adequately protected, administrators must probe networks and assess the security posture for vulnerabilities and exposed surfac-
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es while attempting to exploit them. Penetration
testing fills a vital organizational need by confirming
information security policies are both adequate and
sufficiently implemented to protect against novel
attacks.
The 4-day Ethical Hacking & Penetration Testing course provides students with intermediate
level training in hacking and penetration testing
techniques. The training immerses each student
into a hand-on interactive environment where they
will learn how to scan and attack with the purpose
of securing networks and information systems. The
training course is led by an experienced instructor and provides students practical exercises in the
skills needed to test and protect today’s sensitive
networks and information systems. The course
includes
a
combination
of
lecture
and
demonstrations designed around a virtual lab
environment. Labs cover various scenarios that
provide for robust and realistic hands-on
experiences across a range of topic areas. Students
will begin by understanding the five phases of
hacking and will then be introduced to various tools
and methods for conducting “white hat” system/
network penetration testing. Through exposure
to the types of methodologies and tools used by
hackers, students obtain the skills needed to
provide evidence of weaknesses and real assurance that current controls are working properly.
The
students
will
obtain
the
ability
to
quantitatively assess and measure threats to
information assets and discover where an
organization is most vulnerable to hacking.
In addition, students will receive in-depth
instruction on the ethics of hacking and penetration
testing as well as how to develop appropriate rules
of engagement. The goal of this course is to help
the student master a repeatable, documentable
penetration testing methodology that can be used
in an ethical penetration testing or “white hat”
hacking situation.
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Software Assurance Fundamentals
(3 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Software Development
NICE Work Role: Software Developer, Secure
Software Assessor, Information Systems Security
Developer
This 3-day course provides participants with a
high-level overview of various aspects of Software Assurance in the context of a modern and
Internet-connected environment. Through lecture, hands-on exercises, and group discussion, you
will gain a foundational perspective on the
challenges of security software design and
procurement, program, implementing secure
software, and other factors needed for a
comprehensive
software
assurance
solution.
Upon completion of this course, each participant will be able to define software assurance
terminology, compliance requirements, review
software assurance principles, and gain an
understanding of the impact of current threat
trends on security software implementation.
Secure assurance refers to the ability to ensure
security
personnel,
software
implementers,
purchasers, and users that they can have a level of
confidence that software will consistently operate
in accordance with its intended goals. It includes
software security, which is the process by which
the software can operate effectively and security
even when it comes under attack. Ideally, assured
software will not contain faults or weaknesses that
can be exploited either by human attackers or
by the insertion (intentional or unintentional) of
malicious or poor code.

Implementing Network Security
(4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Architecture
NICE Work Role: Security Architect
In this course, students will learn how to implement
practical solutions for identifying, assessing, and
preventing external and internal threats to
networks. Key components include security issues
with various protocols, OS security, network device security, authentication methods, least priv-

ilege principal, web security, security policies,
communication security and cryptography basics.

Information Security and Information
Technology Auditing (5 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Risk Management,
Program/Project Management and Acquisition
NICE Work Role: Security Control Assessor,
IT Program Auditor
The Information Security and Information Technology Auditors Training Hands On Intensity 5 Day course
includes role play and case studies that simulate the
real-world assessment and certification process. It
will provide a mix of formal lectures and practical exercises. This course will include course material from
our Cloud Security, FISMA/NIST RMF and our technical hands-on courses, such as Malware and Network
Packet Analysis. Course labs may include advanced
scanning of system resources, malware creation and
detection, exploiting system utilities, testing web applications, testing Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
and Intrusion Prevention systems (IPS) and identifying vulnerable web application code.
This course will provide an overview of the updated information security and information technology audit requirements based on the Federal
Information Security Modernization Act (FISMA
2014) inspector general reporting requirements;
NIST Special Publication 800-53A, Guide for
Assessing the Security Controls in Federal
Information Systems; and Federal Information
System controls Audit Manual (FISCAM).
This course will provide attention to issues as they
relate to legacy systems and the transformation
of the Federal Government to a more open and
transparent environment, which is facilitated by the
use of cloud computing, social networking services,
and remote access to information using mobile telecommunication devices. The training will also include information likely to be covered as part of professional level IT certification curriculums, e.g., CISA,
CISSP, CEH and may come from component parts of
these types of curriculums.
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Information Security Risk Assessment
(3 Day Course)
NICE Specialty Areas: Risk Management,
Cybersecurity Management
NICE Work Role: Security Control Assessor,
Information Systems Security Manager

The 3-day IS Risk Assessment course is designed to
help students build a risk management platform that
will address an organizations security concerns. In a
growing number of companies, security has become
the number one concern. In this 3-day workshop, students will focus on how developing and implementing a Risk Assessment process can increase the effectiveness of an organization’s IS program. This class
is specifically designed around the NIST SP 800-30
Rev. 1, Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments.

Malware Analysis (4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Digital Forensics
NICE Work Role: Cyber Defense Forensics Analyst
While intermediate topics and course material will
be discussed, this course is wholly designed for students interested in Basic Malware Analysis Techniques. Lunarline’s 3-day hands on course will provide students demos and lessons on basic/static
analysis methodologies, conducting open source
research online and real-life examples of malware capabilities and characteristics. Students will
have guided instruction and practice handling and
collecting malware samples, responding to infected systems, and extended practice using current
malware analysis tools and methods. Each
lab builds upon the next allowing for guided
instruction.

Network and Packet Analysis Hands-On
(4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Network Services,
Cybersecurity Management
NICE Work Role: Network Operations Specialist,
Information Systems Security Manager
This course provides the student the concepts,
methodologies, and hands-on tools to analyze
network traffic for the purposes of focused
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operations, cyber operations, pen testing, intrusion
detection, and incident response. Each student will
be provided an overview on how packet analysis
applies to their cybersecurity position. This course
will provide an overview of the TCP/IP Stack to
include UDP as it relates to architecture but also
includes how packet analysis can identify and
create network-based attacks. Students will learn
how to use TCPDump, TShark, and will be given an
overview of commercial tools to conduct analysis.

Recovery Planning and Practitioner
(5 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Incident Response,
Vulnerability Assessment and Management,
Exploitation Analysis, Education and Training,
Strategic Planning and Policy Development
NICE Work Role: Exploitation Analyst
This course is designed to provide an operational
basis for all facets of recovery planning through
information delivery and practical exercises. As
a result of this course, students will be able to
conduct risk analysis, business impact analysis,
recovery strategy analysis and develop viable
emergency response plans and recovery plans
through the information obtained as a result
of these assessments. Impart an ability to conduct Business Impact Analysis so that executive
management will have a prioritized list of all
functions performed, a determination of when the
loss of a given function becomes unacceptable to
the organization, and the resources necessary to enable the recovery of each function.
This course will provide students with insights
into conducting Recovery Strategy Analysis,
understanding the different strategies that are
currently available and their applicability based
on their strengths and weaknesses.
This course
will expose the students to emergency response
techniques from the development of checklists to
crafting concise communications releases. Upon
completion of the study of recovery planning
foundations, this course will give the students a
thorough knowledge of how to develop viable,
easy-to-use recovery plans that address all haz-
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ards and all contingencies. Finally, this course is designed to provide the elements of an ongoing viable
recovery capability through training and exercising
programs that meet the needs of all audiences for all
organizations.

Python for Cybersecurity Professionals
(3 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Development,
Cybersecurity Defense Analysis, Incident Response
NICE Work Role: Information Systems Security
Developer, Cyber Defense Analyst, Cyber Defense
Incident Responder
This hands-on 3-day Python programming course
provides students with the knowledge and training to develop and maintain effective Python programs/scripts. Students will learn to create Python
scripts using functions, modules, classes, and much
more as part of Python’s object-orientated paradigm. Students will learn how to utilize Python to
create scripts that manipulate data, automate tasks,
perform error handling, and store and retrieve data.
The class will provide hands on exercises to reinforce
learning and develop real competency. Furthermore, students will be guided through the process
of developing and testing security tools utilizing
Python scripts.
To conclude the course, students will participate in a capstone event to fortify
knowledge and skills gained during the course.

Securing Web Applications, Services, and
Servers (4 Day Course)
NICE Specialty Areas: Software Development,
Systems Development
NICE Work Role: Software Developer, Secure
Software Assessor, Information Systems Security
Developer,

In order to secure against outside threats, it is
necessary to be able to see as they see. Lunarline’s 4-day hands on course on securing web
applications, services, and servers helps system
administrators learn how to analyze their own sys-

tems so that they can be proactive in taking the
steps to counter threats against systems. This course
covers a breadth of topics including internal system
checks, system hardening techniques, and web application auditing. This course is designed as a system hardening overview with enough details and
hands on learning to add new tools to even the
most seasoned administrator’s tool belt. The skills
gained from this class can help ensure that your organization is ready to secure itself against threats old
and new.
This course is focused on the tools and techniques required to gain visibility into existing
network threats on your corporate servers and
methodologies
for
eliminating
unnecessary
potential security risks through system hardening best practices. This class includes hands on
training with the tools used by industry
professionals to audit systems for known
vulnerabilities as well as the tools used to identify potential security hazards down the road. Upon completion, students will be able to audit systems and
have the knowledge to take the necessary steps to
secure them against the wide variety of threats that
exist on the Internet today.

Securing Wireless Networks Hands-On
(4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Administration,
Cybersecurity Management, Cybersecurity
Defense Analysis
NICE Work Role: System Administrator,
Information Systems Security Manager, Cyber
Defense Analyst
Lunarline’s 4 day hands on course will focus on
understanding exploits and vulnerabilities in a
Wireless network. Students will gain knowledge
to design and implement a secured wireless
infrastructure
while
ensuring
confidentiality,
integrity, and availability.
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System Administration & Development
(4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Requirements
Planning, Systems Administration, Systems
Analysis
NICE Work Role: Systems Requirements Planner,
System Administrator, Systems Security Analyst
The System Admin/Developer course gives an introduction into the Federal Information System Management Act methodology. The course will help
identify the assessment procedures and methods
related to the roles of System Administrator and Developer. Course participants will also come away with
knowledge of the security controls related to the System Admin and Developer roles.

Systems Exploits and Intrusion Detection
(4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Network Services, Systems
Analysis, Cybersecurity Defense Analysis,
Cybersecurity Defense Infrastructure Support (INF),
Digital Forensics
NICE Work Role: Network Operations Specialist,
Systems Security Analyst, Cyber Defense Analyst,
Cyber Defense Infrastructure Support Specialist,
Cyber Defense Forensics Analyst
This 4-day hands-on course will assist organizations
in establishing computer security incident response
capabilities and handling incidents efficiently and
effectively. Students will learn incident handling,
particularly for analyzing incident-related data and
determining the appropriate response.

Windows System Security Auditing
(3 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Administration,
Cybersecurity Management, Cybersecurity
Defense Analysis
NICE Work Role: System Administrator,
Information Systems Security Manager, Cyber
Defense Analyst
The number, volume, and variety of computer
security logs have increased greatly, which has
created the need for a greater understanding of computer security log management. Log
16 | www.schoolofcybersecurity.com

management is an essential component for an
organization to ensure that computer security
records are stored in sufficient detail for an
appropriate period of time. Routine log analysis
is beneficial for identifying security incidents,
policy
violations,
fraudulent
activity,
and
operational problems. Logs are also useful
when performing auditing and forensic analysis,
supporting
internal
investigations,
establishing
baselines,
and
identifying
operational
trends and long-term organizational problems.
Lunarline’s 3-day, hands-on course will assists
organizations in establishing log management and
auditing policies and procedures to discover and
handle incidents efficiently and effectively. Students will learn log management, particularly skills
for analyzing system related log data. Students will
gain an understanding of log analysis tools and
technologies available for system administrators
through hands-on lab work.

Incident Response, Investigations &
Network Forensics (4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy,
Incident Response, Digital Forensics
NICE Work Role: Cyber Legal Advisor, Cyber
Defense Incident Responder, Cyber Defense
Forensics Analyst
Computer security incident response has become
an important component of information technology (IT) programs. Cybersecurity-related attacks
have become not only more numerous and diverse
but also more damaging and disruptive. New types
of security-related incidents emerge frequently.
Preventive activities based on the results of risk
assessments can lower the number of incidents,
but not all incidents can be prevented. An incident response capability is therefore necessary for
rapidly detecting incidents, minimizing loss and destruction, mitigating the weaknesses that were exploited, and restoring IT services.
Lunarline’s 4-day, hands-on course will assist
organizations in establishing computer security
incident response capabilities and handling
incidents efficiently and effectively. Students will
learn incident handling, particularly for analyz-
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ing incident-related data and determining the
appropriate response. Students will gain an
understanding of security tools and technologies available for incident response and network
forensics through hands-on lab work.

Cybersecurity Fundamental Hands-On
(4 Day Course)

NICE Specialty Areas: Cybersecurity Management, Cybersecurity Defense Analysis
NICE Work Role: Information Systems Security
Manager, Cyber Defense Analyst
This 4-day course provides participants with
a high-level overview of various aspects of
Cybersecurity in the context of a modern and
Internet-connected environment. Through lecture,
demonstrations, and group discussion, you will
gain a foundational perspective on the challenges
of designing a cybersecurity program, implementing secure systems, and other factors needed for a
comprehensive cybersecurity solution.
Upon
completion of this course, each participant will
be able to define cybersecurity terminology,
compliance requirements, review sample attacks,
and gain an understanding of the impact of current threat trends on cybersecurity implementation.
This course is one of the core courses of Lunarline’s
Certificate Program in Cybersecurity.

Information Security and Technology
Auditing

NICE Specialty Areas: Risk Management,
Program/Project Management and Acquisition
NICE Work Role: Security Control Assessor,
IT Program Auditor
An IT audit involves the analysis of an enterprise information technology structure, operations, and
software programs. One of the most significant obstacles facing many auditors today is how exactly
to go about auditing the security of an enterprise.
IT Auditors are tasked with determining the extent
to which the controls are implemented correctly,
operating as intended, and producing the desired
outcome with respect to meeting the security requirements for the system. This course will teach
you the versatile skills and techniques required
to perform a comprehensive IT audit in your
workplace. Our course will help develop and expand
upon your audit knowledge of security and security
controls to properly identify and categorize risks and
achieve audit objectives while performing security
audits of Applications, Active Directory, Databases,
and Networks.
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PRIVACY AND HEALTH IT
Conducting a Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA)

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager
This course offers vital training to federal agencies
given compliance with key Federal privacy-related laws, Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
memoranda, and requirements of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special
Publications (SP) 800-53 Revision 4, Appendix J,
are critical to maintaining successful privacy programs. The completion of PIAs is a core component of a mature privacy program and is critical to
maintaining public trust, protecting brand equity,
and complying with laws and industry standards.
18 | www.schoolofcybersecurity.com

This course gives practical guidance on conducting
PIAs and helps attendees to understand the
procedures for maintaining and updating PIAs
upon major changes to systems.

Federal Privacy Compliance Overview

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager
Highlights of Federal Privacy is one of many
privacy courses taught by Lunarline’s School of
Cybersecurity. We provide a robust range of professional and technical services to assist you in protecting personally identifiable information (PII) or
Personal Data; protected health information (PHI);
electronic health records (EHR); protected financial
information; sensitive or special categories of data;
and intellectual property (IP).
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Global Privacy Compliance Overview

or Personal Data; protected health information (PHI);
electronic health records (EHR); protected financial
information; sensitive or special categories of data;
and intellectual property (IP).

Global Privacy Training is one of many privacy
courses taught by Lunarline’s School of Cyber
Security. We provide a robust range of professional and technical services to assist you in protecting
personally identifiable information (PII) or Personal Data; protected health information (PHI); electronic health records (EHR); protected financial
information; sensitive or special categories of
data; and intellectual property (IP).

Privacy for Medical Personnel

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager

Privacy for Information Technology /
Information System Security (IT/ISS)
Professionals

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Requirements
Planning, Cybersecurity Management, Strategic
Planning and Policy, Cybersecurity Defense
Analysis
NICE Work Role: Systems Requirements Planner,
Information Systems Security Manager, Cyber
Policy and Strategy Planner, Cyber Defense
Analyst
Privacy for Information Technology/Information System Security (IT/ISS) Professionals is one of many
privacy courses taught by Lunarline’s School of
Cybersecurity. We provide a robust range of
professional and technical services to assist you in
protecting personally identifiable information (PII)
or Personal Data; protected health information (PHI);
electronic health records (EHR); protected financial
information; sensitive or special categories of data;
and intellectual property (IP).

Privacy for Legal Personnel

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Cyber Legal Advisor
Privacy for Legal Personnel is one of many
privacy courses taught by Lunarline’s School of
Cybersecurity. We provide a robust range of
professional and technical services to assist you in
protecting personally identifiable information (PII)

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager
Privacy for Medical Personnel is one of many
privacy courses taught by Lunarline’s School of
Cybersecurity. We provide a robust range of
professional and technical services to assist you in
protecting personally identifiable information (PII)
or Personal Data; protected health information (PHI);
electronic health records (EHR); protected financial
information; sensitive or special categories of data;
and intellectual property (IP).

System Compliance Assessment
Methodology for NIST 800-53 App J
NICE Specialty Areas: Risk Management
NICE Work Role: Security Control Assessor

System Compliance Assessment Methodology for
NIST 800-53 App J is one of many privacy courses
taught by Lunarline’s School of Cybersecurity. We
provide a robust range of professional and technical services to assist you in protecting personally
identifiable information (PII) or Personal Data;
protected health information (PHI); electronic health records (EHR); protected financial
information; sensitive or special categories of data;
and intellectual property (IP).

Social Media & Privacy

NICE Specialty Areas: Cybersecurity Management,
Legal Advice and Advocacy, Strategic Planning
and Policy
NICE Work Role: Information Systems Security
Manager, Cyber Policy and Strategy Planner,
Privacy Officer/Privacy Compliance Manager
Social Media & Privacy is one of many privacy
courses taught by Lunarline’s School of Cyber
Security. We provide a robust range of professional and technical services to assist you in protecting
www.schoolofcybersecurity.com | 19
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personally identifiable information (PII) or Personal Data; protected health information (PHI); electronic health records (EHR); protected financial
information; sensitive or special categories of data;
and intellectual property (IP).

System of Records Notification (SCORN)
Privacy Training

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager
System of Records Notification (SCORN) Privacy
Training is one of many privacy courses taught by Lunarline’s School of Cybersecurity. We provide a robust
range of professional and technical services to assist
you in protecting personally identifiable information
(PII) or Personal Data; protected health information
(PHI); electronic health records (EHR); protected financial information; sensitive or special categories of
data; and intellectual property (IP).

Privacy Fundamentals and HIPAA

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager
In today’s virtual world, maintaining privacy in your
business practices is essential. Integrating privacy
practices into your day-to-day activities is far from
easy, especially given the general confusion about
what the concepts of “privacy” and “data privacy” actually represent.
This course is an introduction to privacy. Students
will learn what “privacy” means in the context of
both government and industry. Key federal statutes will be identified and discussed, several privacy frameworks will be examined, and privacy
documentation such as Privacy Impact Assessments
and System of Record Notices will be explained. Additionally, students will be able to determine the difference between IT security and privacy, will learn
privacy best-practices, and will appreciate the true
need for an enterprise-wide privacy program.
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HIPAA / HITECH Compliance

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Requirements
Planning, Legal Advice and Advocacy, Strategic
Planning and Policy
NICE Work Role: Systems Requirements Planner,
Privacy Officer/Privacy Compliance Manager,
Cyber Policy and Strategy Planner
Protecting healthcare data has become a necessity. The government has greatly increased its
monitoring of data breaches and has levied
substantial
penalties
on
non-compliant
organizations. That, coupled with the constant
threat of hacking and identify theft, has made
compliance
with
the
Health
Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and
the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) crucial. In addition to providing HIPAA and HITECH fundamentals, this course explains in detail the Safeguards of
HIPAA’s Security Rule and the use and disclosure
requirements of the Privacy Rule. The course will
also identify what entities are subject to the HIPAA
/ HITECH requirements, address the government’s
penalty structure, and how the “meaningful use” of
healthcare data enters the picture.

Privacy for Human Resource (HR)
Management Personnel

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager
Privacy for Human Resource (HR) Management Personnel is one of many privacy courses taught by Lunarline’s School of Cybersecurity. We provide a robust
range of professional and technical services to assist
you in protecting personally identifiable information
(PII) or Personal Data; protected health information
(PHI); electronic health records (EHR); protected financial information; sensitive or special categories of
data; and intellectual property (IP).
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HIPAA’s Security Rule and several of its other
requirements are highly technical in nature.
As such, their implementation and monitoring
is the responsibility of an organization’s IT staff.
With the requirement to move medical records
into electronic formats, IT professionals are a
vital aspect to a successful HIPAA compliance
program.

Health Care Security & Privacy for
Management
NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and
Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager

Health Care Security & Privacy for
Executives

NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and Advocacy,
Executive Cyber Leadership
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager, Executive Cyber Leadership
The C-Suite frequently faces tough decisions
that can impact the nature and extent of information security, regulatory compliance, and risk
management. This course will examine HIPAA from
an executive’s perspective, and will demonstrate that
a weak or nonexistent HIPAA compliance program
can (and will likely be) be catastrophic for business.

Health Care Security & Privacy for IT
Professionals

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Requirements
Planning, Cybersecurity Management, Strategic
Planning and Policy
NICE Work Role: Systems Requirements
Planner, Information Systems Security
Manager, Cyber Policy and Strategy Planner

This course covers all the key elements of
HIPAA, and ensures that managers have the HIPAA
expertise necessary to do their jobs. This course
effectively combines the general and the
specific by discussing overarching HIPAA
principles in addition to essential details.

Health Care Security & Privacy for
Practitioners
NICE Specialty Areas: Legal Advice and
Advocacy
NICE Work Role: Privacy Officer/Privacy
Compliance Manager

This course is designed for health care
practitioners, and takes a practical approach to
understanding HIPAA’s Privacy Rule. During this
course, students will also be presented with several real-world data privacy challenges and asked
to craft HIPAA-complaint solutions to them. This
course strips the Privacy Rule of it complex legalese and provides practitioners with the tools
needed to be compliant in today’s health care
environments.
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SELF-PACED COURSES
Introduction to Risk Management
Framework for Program Managers
NICE Specialty Areas: Program/Project
Management and Acquisition
NICE Work Role: Program Manager

The Introduction to Risk Management Framework
(RMF) for Program Managers course is a high-level, 2 hour executive level training which provides
an introduction to Risk Management Framework
(RMF), including a review of the laws, policy, and
regulations that govern the process, the roles
and responsibilities associated with the RMF,
introducing risk, the 6 steps, planning for an
assessment, and the documentation and artifacts required.
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Risk Management Framework for DoD IT

NICE Specialty Areas: Systems Development,
Cybersecurity Management
NICE Work Role: Information Systems Security
Developer, Information Systems Security Manager
Lunarline offers the most comprehensive and
detailed hands-on training for students who want
to gain an understanding of the pending
transition from DIACAP to RMF for DoD IT.
Our training is based upon participation of our subject matter experts in transition working groups
and direct experience with other Federal, DoD
and commercial clients. In compliance with the
Federal Information Security Modernization Act
(FISMA 2014), Federal agencies and the Intelligence
Community have already transitioned to the use of
the NIST Risk Management Framework (RMF) as the
foundation for their assessment and authorization
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(A&A) processes, formerly known as certification and
accreditation (C&A). DoD is now in the process of establishing the regulatory foundation for their transition to the use of the NIST RMF. This training will enable your organization to understand the proposed
changes and to position yourself early to make the
transition as seamless and efficient as possible.

Incident Handler

NICE Specialty Areas: Incident Response
NICE Work Role: Cyber Defense Incident
Responder
This course will cover how to respond to a network
security incident, The Incident Response Life Cycle, Legal and ethical considerations in terms of
accessing data during a breach, and How an
organization can use data from past incidents to
strengthen their defenses This course does not cover
Penetration Testing or Hacking Back.

Risk Management Framework for
Common Controls

NICE Specialty Areas: Cybersecurity
Management, Strategic Planning and Policy
NICE Work Role: Information Systems Security
Manager, Cyber Policy and Strategy Planner
The objective of this course is to gain insight into
common controls that are used within the risk
management framework process.

Role Based Training – Information
Security System Owners

NICE Specialty Areas: Collection Operations
NICE Work Role: All Source- Collection Manager
Upon completion of this course, you should have a
basic understanding of the FISMA requirements,
the risk management framework process, the
assessment methods related to information system
owners, and the assessment procedures for NIST
security controls related to information security
system owners.

Role Based Training – Information System
Owners
NICE Specialty Areas: Collection Operations
NICE Work Role: All Source- Collection Manager

Upon completion of this course, you should have a
basic understanding of the FISMA requirements,
the risk management framework process, the
assessment methods related to information system owners, and the assessment procedures for
NIST security controls related to information system
owners.

Role Based Training –System
Administrators

NICE Specialty Areas: System Administration
NICE Work Role: System Administrator
The training is segmented into six modules. Each
module will cover specifics you need to be aware
of as a System Administrator. We’ll cover the many
Laws, Policies, and Guidance that are available.
At this point in your career, you should have a good
understanding of the Cybersecurity Awareness and
Essentials as we provide a brief overview.

Role Based Training –Web Developer

NICE Specialty Areas: System Administration
NICE Work Role: System Administrator
In order to secure develop web applications
and websites, it is necessary to understand the
underlying technologies. In order to assess risk
posture, it is crucial to see these systems from
the same perspective as the attackers. Attackers
leverage deep knowledge of complex technology to achieve their goals; the defenders need to be
similarly equipped.
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CYBER CERTIFIED EXPERTS (CCE)® PROGRAM
The Fight Against Modern Cyber Crime
will Take an Army

The intelligence, defense, federal civilian and
private sector communities are scrambling to
staff up and fight back against an ever more
threatening cyber world. But there’s a problem.
There just aren’t enough of us.

Become an Expert

The Cyber Certified Experts (CCE) Program helps
you prove to employers that you have what it
takes to tackle the hardest challenges in cyber
security. Our nearly three dozen vendor-neutral
certifications cover every conceivable cyber discipline.

Veterans and Active Duty Military
In honor of your service, we offer one exam pass,
along with one waived annual fee. Limited time offer.
Bulk Purchasing for Organizations
Discounted group purchasing provides flexibility to
proactively manage your professional development
budget.
Value Added Reseller (VAR) Program
A solution offered to training and education institutions.
The combined training and certifications can empower students with a road map to enhance their career.

For more about this elite program, visit https://www.schoolofcybersecurity.com/cyber-certified-experts-cce-program/

NICE
Framework

CCE Certification
•
•
•
•
•

CE Acquisition Professional (CEAP)®
CE Authorizing Official (CEAO)®
CE Cyber Architect (CECA)®
CE Cyber Engineer (CECE)®
CE Enterprise Architect (CEEA)® –
Security (CEEA®-S)®
• CE HIPAA Professional (CEHP)®

• CE Independent Assessor (CEIA)®
• CE Mobile Security Professional 
(CEMP)®
• CE Privacy Professional (CEPP)®
• CE RMF Professional (CERP)®
• CE Security Administrator (CEAD)®

• CE Security Admin (CEAD)® –
Linux (CEAD®-L)
• CE Security Admin (CEAD)® –
Windows (CEAD®-W)
• CE Security Executive (CESE)®
• CE Software Assurance
Specialist (CEAS)®

Operate and
Maintain (OM)

• CE Data Administration (CEDA)®
• CE Knowledge Management
(CEKM)®
• CE Packet Analyst (CEPA)®

• CE Security Administrator (CEAD)®
• CE Security Admin (CEAD)® –
Linux (CEAD®-L)

• CE Security Admin (CEAD)® –
Windows (CEAD®-W)
• CE Security Analyst (CESA)®
• CE Security Contracts (CESC)®

Oversee and
Govern (OV)

•
•
•
•

CE Acquisition Professional (CEAP)®
CE Authorizing Official (CEAO)®
CE Crypto Professional (CECP)®
CE Cyber Law (CECL)®

•
•
•
•

CE Cyber Trainer (CECT)®
CE Program Manager (CEPM)®
CE Risk Executive (CERE)®
CE RMF Professional (CERP)®

• CE Security Executive (CESE)®
• CE Security Officer (CESO)®
• CE Security Professional
(CESP)®

•
•
•
•

CE Access Manager (CEAM)®
CE Cloud Security (CECS)®
CE Continuous Monitoring (CECM)®
CE Crypto Professional (CECP)®

•
•
•
•

CE Identity Governance (CEIG)®
CE Incident Handler (CEIH)®
CE Incident Manager (CEIM)®
CE Network Defense (CEND)®

• CE Recovery Specialist (CERS)®
• CE Virtualization Security
(CEVS)®
• CE Vulnerability Professional
(CEVP)®

Analyze (AN)

•
•
•
•

CE All-Source Analyst (CEAA)®
CE Exploit Analyst (CEEA)®
CE Fusion Analyst (CEFA)®
CE Hunt Team (CEHT)® *New!

• CE Insider Threat (CEIT)®
• CE Intrusion Specialist (CEIS)®
• CE Language Specialist (CELS)®

• CE Offensive Operator (CEOO)®
• CE PHP Hacker (CEPH)®
• CE Target Professional (CETP)®

Collect and
Operate (CO)

• CE Collections Officer (CECO)®
• CE Exploit Analyst (CEEA)®

• CE Focused Operations (CEFO)®
• CE Information Operations (CEIO)®

• CE Operations Planner (CEOP)®

Investigate (IN)

• CE Criminal Investigator (CECI)®
• CE Cyber Law (CECL)®

• CE Forensic Examiner (CEFE)®
• CE Malware Analyst (CEMA)®

Securely
Provision (SP)

Protect and
Defend (PR)
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